SUBJ: IMPLEMENTATION OF ADENOVIRUS TYPES 4 AND 7, LIVE, ORAL PROGRAM A. IMMUNIZATIONS AND CHEMOPROPHYLAXIS, COMDTINST M6230.4 (SERIES) 1. ON 16 MAR 11, THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION (FDA) LICENSED THE ADENOVIRUS TYPES 4 AND 7, LIVE, ORAL VACCINE, MANUFACTURED BY TEVA PHARMACEUTICALS USA/BARR LABORATORIES, FOR USE IN MILITARY POPULATIONS 17 TO 50-YEARS OF AGE. THIS MESSAGE PROVIDES GUIDANCE ON HOW TO ADMINISTER ADENOVIRUS TYPES 4 AND 7, LIVE, ORAL VACCINE AMONG COAST GUARD RECRUITS AT THE TRAINING CENTER CAPE MAY. ADENOVIRUS TYPES 4 AND 7 VACCINE PROTECTS THE INDIVIDUAL VACCINATED FROM ACUTE RESPIRATORY DISEASE CAUSED BY ADENOVIRUS TYPES 4 AND 7 (REFERENCE A).

2. COAST GUARD TRAINING CENTER CAPE MAY WILL BEGIN ADMINISTERING ADENOVIRUS VACCINE TO RECRUITS, 17 TO 50-YEARS OF AGE, AS SOON AS THE VACCINE IS AVAILABLE. THIS POLICY ONLY APPLIES TO COAST GUARD TRAINING CENTER CAPE MAY RECRUITS. IT DOES NOT APPLY TO COAST GUARD TRAINING CENTER CAPE MAY CADETS, OTHER COAST GUARD TRAINING CENTERS OR COAST GUARD ACADEMY CADETS.

3. CLINICAL INFORMATION.

A. ADENOVIRUS TYPES 4 AND 7, LIVE, ORAL VACCINE IS A SINGLE DOSE ADMINISTERED AS TWO-ENTERIC COATED TABLETS: ONE TABLET OF ADENOVIRUS TYPE 4 (WHITE TAB) AND ONE TABLET OF ADENOVIRUS TYPE 7 (LIGHT PEACH TAB).

B. ADENOVIRUS VACCINE TYPES 4 AND 7 CAN BE ADMINISTERED SIMULTANEOUSLY OR AT ANY INTERVAL BEFORE OR AFTER OTHER VACCINES, INCLUDING LIVE VACCINES. THE ADENOVIRUS VACCINE IS ADMINISTERED ONLY ONCE, AT THE RECRUIT TRAINING CENTER AND BOOSTERS ARE NOT REQUIRED.

C. TABLETS MUST BE SWALLOWED WHOLE, NOT CHEWED OR CRUSHED TO AVOID RELEASING THE LIVE ADENOVIRUS IN THE UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT.

D. EACH VACCINE ADMINISTRATION WILL BE DIRECTLY OBSERVED TO VERIFY TABLETS ARE SWALLOWED.

4. VACCINE CONTRAINDICATIONS.

A. DO NOT ADMINISTER ADENOVIRUS VACCINE TO PREGNANT FEMALES.

B. DO NOT ADMINISTER TO INDIVIDUALS WHO DEVELOPED A SEVERE ALLERGIC REACTION AFTER PREVIOUS RECEIPT OF ANY COMPONENT OF THE VACCINE AND/OR THOSE WHO HAVE A SENSITIVITY TO FDC YELLOW 6-ALUMINUM LAKE DYE.

C. DO NOT ADMINISTER TO INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE INCAPABLE OF SWALLOWING THE TABLETS WHOLE WITHOUT CHEWING.

D. POSTPONE VACCINE ADMINISTRATION TO INDIVIDUALS WITH VOMITING AND/OR DIARRHEA.

5. VACCINE WARNINGS/PRECAUTIONS.

A. WOMEN SHOULD NOT BECOME PREGNANT FOR AT LEAST 6-WEEKS AFTER RECEIVING THE VACCINE.

B. ADENOVIRUS VACCINE CONTAINS LIVE ADENOVIRUS THAT IS SHED IN THE STOOL FOR UP TO 28-DAYS FOLLOWING VACCINATION. STRICT HANDWASHING AND PERSONAL HYGIENE IS REQUIRED TO MINIMIZE RISK OF TRANSMITTING THE VIRUS TO OTHERS.

C. VACCINEES SHOULD PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO PERSONAL HYGIENE WHEN AROUND CHILDREN 7 YEARS OF AGE AND YOUNGER, IMMUNOCOMPRISED INDIVIDUALS, AND PREGNANT WOMEN FOR 28-DAYS FOLLOWING VACCINATION.

D. REPORT ADVERSE EVENTS AFTER IMMUNIZATION TO THE VACCINE ADVERSE EVENT REPORTING SYSTEM, WWW.VAERS.HHS.GOV.

6. EDUCATION.
A. Detailed clinical and basic information about the adenovirus vaccine is available at www.vaccines.mil/adenovirus.

B. Female personnel who received the vaccine during pregnancy or become pregnant within 7 weeks of vaccination should be provided information about the adenovirus vaccine pregnancy registry for self referral. Per the package insert, all cases in which a woman receives adenovirus type 4 and type 7 vaccine, live, oral during pregnancy or becomes pregnant (conception occurs) within 6 weeks following vaccination should be reported to the adenovirus pregnancy registry by calling 1-866-790-4549.

C. Handouts. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) issued a vaccine information statement (VIS) for the adenovirus vaccine. This VIS is the Coast Guard standard for patient-level information about adenovirus vaccine, and is available at www.vaccines.mil/adenovirus.

D. Provide all vaccinees educational materials and the opportunity to read the VIS (posters or VIS handout).

7. Documentation. All immunizations given to military personnel will be immediately recorded into the Medical Readiness Reporting System (MRRS). The MRRS code for adenovirus types 4 and 7 vaccine is 143.

8. Administration/logistics.

A. The US Army Medical Materiel Agency (USAMMA) will coordinate the distribution of the adenovirus vaccine to the supporting medical supply activities of all services. Local medical logistics supporting elements must have sufficient refrigeration capacity to preserve vaccine integrity, including temperature alarms and back up power capacity. POCS at USAMMA: (1) USAMMA Distribution Operations Center COMM: 301-619-4318/1197/4198, (2) website: www.usamma.army.mil.

B. The manufacturer will ship the adenovirus vaccine directly to those installations that receive and process recruits. USAMMA Distribution Operations Center will coordinate with all appropriate installation medical supply activities when the DOD is ready to commence shipment of vaccine.


10. Capt Maura Dollymore, Office of Health Services sends.

11. Internet release authorized.
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